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caused some consternation among the merchants,
who shut up their granaries next day and refused
to give me any more grain, all but one, who let me
have seventeen tons.    On (his 1 enlisted ten youths
as policemen,  tied red bands round their arms
broke open the largest granary, and earned off
ninety-three tons.    Seeing that I was in earnest,
the merchants then came, and asked whether I
thought it fair to give this one man the benefit of the
higher price.   They suggested that I should take
equally from them all, if I had really deeided to
reduce the price later on.    1, told them that I could
not be bothered with picking out small parcels of
grain from all the different granaries, but that I
was quite ready to have a Dutch auction each day,
and to take only from the merchant who offered
me the lowest price.   As a spur to competition I
added that I would give one-quarter of the transport
animals to the lowest bidder with which he might
take what he liked into Baghdad   This idea was
successful beyond niy wildest hopes,, and a spirited
auction resulted in one man offering me barley at
seventy-six rupees a ton to get it taken before the
price fell to eighty !   By the ijth May I had sent
to Baghdad and Mufraz just under fifteen hundred
and fifty tons of grain, which gave an average for
the   thirteen  days  of nearly one hundred  and
twenty tons a day.
The time had now arrived to bring the price
down still further,, as Goldsmith and 1 had arranged
to go down to Hitlah on the aist and start the same
kind of operations there* On the i8th May we
published another notice reducing the rate to
seventy rupees a ton from the soth May- This had
the effect of drying up the supply from Hillah-, but

